Abstract-We present a direct method for the steady-state and stability analysis of autonomous circuits with transmission lines and generic nonlinear elements. With the discretization of the equations that describe the circuit in the time domain, we obtain a nonlinear algebraic formulation where the unknowns to determine are the samples of the variables directly in the steady state, along with the oscillation period, the main unknown in autonomous circuits. An efficient scheme to build the Jacobian matrix with exact partial derivatives with respect to the oscillation period and with respect to the samples of the unknowns is described. Without any modification in the analysis method, the stability of the solution can be computed a posteriori constructing an implicit map, where the last sample is viewed as a function of the previous samples. The application of this technique to the time-delayed Chua's circuit (TDCC) allows us to investigate the stability of the periodic solutions and to locate the period-doubling bifurcations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several techniques have been developed to determine the steadystate response of nonlinear circuits [1] - [4] . In this paper, we first extend the discrete-time approach proposed in [5] to nonlinear autonomous circuits with transmission lines.
Once a solution has been obtained, the next step is to investigate its stability. The solutions computed using integration methods are inherently stable. This is not true when the steady-state response is computed using a direct method. Using the harmonic balance approach, stability may be investigated using perturbation techniques [6] or from a continuation point of view [7] . In this paper, an efficient method to compute the stability of the solutions obtained using the discrete-time approach is presented.
II. EQUATIONS FORMULATION
Consider an autonomous circuit with only one bias source, one nonlinear element, and one transmission line to achieve a greater insight in the formulation of the equations.
Since the two port resulting from the extraction of the bias source v b and the nonlinear element f (x) is linear, we may apply superposition in the transformed domain, expressing the control variable x of the nonlinearity in the form X(s) = H 1 (s; e 0s )F (X) + H 2 (s; e 0s )V b (s) (1) where Hj (s; e 0s ) = 0Bj(s; e 0s )=A(s; e 0s ). With this notation, we rewrite (1) as A(s; e 0s )X(s) + B 1 (s; e 0s )F (X)
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III. EQUATIONS DISCRETIZATION
The operator defined by the polynomial P (s; e 0s ) applied to the Laplace transform U (s) of a generic variable u(t) can be expressed in the time domain as
First we will separately discretize each one of the operators, derivation and delay, that appear in (3).
A. Computation of the Derivative
In the g-order Gear method the derivative is approximated at the instant n1 interpolating u(t) by a polynomial of degree g fitted to the latest g +1 samples [8] . Thus, defining the vector of the N samples of where the coefficients cr depend only on the order of the Gear discretization used. Applying the discretization (4), the derivative operation that appears in (3) can be written as the product of a matrix P10(T) by a vector u. Thus, we can compute the derivative of u(t) (i = 1;k = 0 in (3)) as 
with C, independent of T , as C = circ(c 
are given in Table I .
B. Computation of the k Seconds Delayed Function
Since the k seconds delayed function evaluated at the instant n1,
i.e., u(n1 0k), does not generally coincide with one of the samples, its value is obtained by interpolating u(t) by a polynomial of degree g fitted to the sample that follows the instant n1 0k and the g previous Applying the discretization (7), the delay operation that appears in (3) can be written as the product of a matrix P 0k (T) by a vector u. So, we can compute and where the dependence of each coefficient d 0 k on the above defined e k can be written, according to (8) 
The matrix D g , which is independent of both T and k, is given in Table II . 
C. Resulting System of Equations
Now, the discretization of (3) results in
with
where it is possible to decompose P ik (T) in terms of the matrices (5) and (9) as
If we apply the idea contained in (11) to each of the products that appear in (2), we obtain an equivalent formulation in the form
where each matrix only depends on T , once the order of discretization has been chosen, and is similar in form to P(T) defined in (12).
Since in autonomous circuits the period T is unknown, the system (14) has an infinite number of solutions [5] . From now on, one of the samples of the control variable x is fixed to a value which, a priori, the solution is expected to take.
IV. COMPUTATION OF THE SENSITIVITIES
Solving (14) efficiently requires to use globally convergent algorithms based on Newton's method [9] . Thus, partial derivatives with respect to the N unknowns of the system (T;x2;x3; ...;xN) have to be computed.
A. Partial Derivatives with Respect to the Period
To compute the derivative with respect to the period T we will previously compute the Jacobian matrix of (12). Since the samples of u(t) do not depend on the period T;
Using (13) and the chain rule, we express
The computation of the derivative that appears in the first product is computed using (5) as
For the computation of the derivative that appears in the second product of (15), we must recall the dependence of P 0k (T) on e k (T) according to (9) and ( where a k and b k are the elements of the kth row of the first column of the matrixes A(T) and B 1 (T), respectively. Defining x n = [x n ; x n01 ; ...;x n0m+1 ] T : Equation(16) may be viewed as an implicit map
In this map, the sample x n is expressed as a function of the m previous samples, being m the memory of the discretized system of equations m q 2 + ng:
Once a periodic solution x 3 of period T = N1 has been found using the technique described, any m subvector of x 3 is a fixed point of the composite map ' N . Now, the natural way to study the stability of this solution is to perturbate it and observe its evolution after one period. This evolution is inferred from the Jacobian of the composite map Now, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian J defined in (17) give direct information about the stability of the solution: 1) for autonomous circuits J has unity as eigenvalue since this type of circuits admit infinite shifted solutions; 2) if the remaining eigenvalues are smaller than unity in modulus, then the periodic solution is stable; and 3) the solution is unstable if J has at least one eigenvalue with a modulus greater than unity. Other eigenvalues whose modulus is equal to unity correspond to special cases. In particular, an eigenvalue equal to 01 indicates the existence of a period-doubling bifurcation point.
In [10] , the relation between the eigenvalues of J and the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix is stated for lumped circuits.
VI. APPLICATION TO THE TIME-DELAYED CHUA'S CIRCUIT
The technique described has been applied to the determination of the steady state of the control variable v in the time-delayed Chua's circuit (TDCC) shown in Fig. 1 . The values of the parameters which appear in the circuit are the same used in [11] . For numerical accuracy reasons, these parameters have been normalized with R0 = 1 k and T0 = 0:1 ms.
For the determination of the periodic solution, the second-order Gear discretization has been used because it has shown to be a good compromise between accuracy and computational cost. 
A. Equilibrium Points
The purpose of this section is to check the accuracy of the procedure that has been described contrasting the results with those obtained analytically at the equilibrium points. If R = 1:85 k the system has three equilibrium points: v = f0; +3:861; 03:861g. As these equilibrium points are direct solutions of (2), no iterative solving process is needed. So, only the stability analysis is made in this section.
1) Zero Equilibrium Point: Applying the stability study described in the previous section, the eigenvalues in the z-plane are obtained with N = 512 samples of value zero. All the eigenvalues rest inside the unit circle, except one that is outside, of value z = 130 for a second-order Gear discretization. So, zero is an unstable solution.
Applying the transformation z = e sT our stability study can be translated to the s plane as in [11] . Figure 2 shows excellent agreement between the analytical and the numerical method for a second to fourthorder Gear discretization.
2) Nonzero Equilibrium Points: Repeating the same stability analysis for the nonzero equilibrium points we observe that all the eigenvalues in the z plane rest inside the unit circle. Therefore the solution is stable. These equilibrium points become unstable when R is reduced to 1.82 k. So, for R 1:82 k a periodic solution is expected.
B. Period-1 Limit Cycle
Now we investigate the solution for R = 1:82 k. Initializing the iterative solving process with N = 128 samples of a sinusoidal signal of amplitude 3 V, period 5 and offset 3.861 V, a stable period-1 limit cycle is obtained. This solution is interpolated to obtain N = 256 samples and used as a new initialization. The resulting period-1 phase plane is depicted in Fig. 5 . All the eigenvalues related to this solution rest inside the unit circle except one of value equal to one, which indicates that a shifted solution is possible. So, the solution is stable.
Once a solution has been computed, we change the parameter R to obtain new solutions using as an initialization the previous one. Applying this technique, we reduce R using 10 steps until we observe that at R = 1:8 k the solution obtained is unstable. A more detailed analysis proves that one eigenvalue has crossed the unit circle at z = 01 between R = 1:8038 k and R = 1:8037 k as is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . So, a period-doubling bifurcation point is expected.
The problem now is to find the stable solution that corresponds to If this constant is well chosen, the approximate solution is close to the final solution and the iteration will converge.
C. Period-2 and Period-4 Limit Cycles
With the initialization proposed in (18) with = 0:6, we obtain the phase plane depicted in Fig. 5 . The eigenvalues are all inside the unit circle. Therefore the solution is stable. A posteriori we can verify the hypothesis made in (18) that the eigenvector p added to the period-1 solution is indeed close to the period-2 solution.
With the decrease of the parameter R over the period-2 solution a new period doubling bifurcation point is detected for R = 1:796 k. A stable period-4 solution is computed for R = 1:7952 k (Fig. 5) .
VII. CONCLUSION
A new method to directly determine the steady-state response of nonlinear autonomous circuits with distributed parameters has been presented. To validate the method, it has been applied to the analysis of the TDCC in one of its periodic windows, a paradigmatic example of the kind of circuits to which this paper refers.
A procedure for determining the stability of the steady-state solutions is presented. To check the reliability of this method, it has been applied to the stability at the equilibrium points of the TDCC in which analytical results exist [11] and excellent agreement has been obtained.
The combination of the discrete-time approach with the study of the stability of the solutions obtained allows us to detect period-doubling bifurcation points. A procedure to initialize the iterative solving process to obtain the bifurcated solution is explained and successfully applied. The results coincide with those described in [11] , and with those obtained using integration techniques, without having to integrate the response until the transient dies out.
